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Internet voting is currently used in binding elections in 10 countries, and is being considered in

many others. In almost all instances where it has been implemented, it is offered as a complementary

method of voting; often with the aim to make voting easier and thereby improve turnout. In many

municipalities in Canada, however, the adoption of online voting has meant the simultaneous

elimination of paper ballots. Drawing on data from a large survey of paper and Internet voters in

the 2014 municipal elections in the province of Ontario, Canada, this article examines the effects of

eliminating paper ballots on electors based on their digital literacy. We show that digital access and

literacy are strongly related to voting method when paper ballots are an option. When paper ballots

are unavailable, however, the voting population is made up of more technologically savvy electors,

though this effect is delayed and does not occur in the first election without paper ballots. We

interpret this finding to indicate that the elimination of paper ballots can disenfranchise those on the

wrong side of the digital divide.
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互联网投票已被10个国家用于选举投票, 许多其他国家也在考虑此做法。实行互联网投票的国

家基本都将其作为一种补充性投票方法, 这通常使得投票变得更简单, 选民投票率也有所提

升。然而, 加拿大的许多市政在采用互联网投票的同时还排除了纸质投票。2014年加拿大安大

略省的市政选举包括纸质投票和互联网投票, 参与该选举的投票者被大范围调查, 得出了调查

数据。基于此数据, 本文检验了排除纸质投票对具备不同“数字素养”(digital literacy)的

选民造成的影响。结果显示, 当纸质投票是选择之一时, 选民最终的投票方式与其能运用数字

硬件和自身的数字素养极其相关。然而, 当纸质投票不可用时, 选民的组成部分则多是了解技

术的人士, 尽管这样的情况不会出现在首次选举, 且在之后的选举中才会逐渐出现。本文对这

一研究发现进行了诠释, 认为排除纸质投票的做法剥夺了部分选民的投票权, 这些选民处于

“数字鸿沟”(digital divide)不利的一面。

关键词: 数字鸿沟, 数字素养, 选民行为, 选民投票率, 互联网投票

La votaci�on por Internet se usa actualmente en las elecciones oficiales de 10 paı́ses, y se est�a

considerando en muchos otros. En casi todas las instancias donde se ha implementado, se ofrece

como un m�etodo complementario de votaci�on; a menudo para facilitar la votaci�on e incrementar el

n�umero de votantes. En muchos municipios de Canad�a, sin embargo, la adopci�on de la votaci�on por
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Internet ha significado la eliminaci�on simult�anea de la votaci�on en papel. Bas�andose en datos de una

encuesta enorme de los que votan en papel e Internet en las elecciones municipales de 2014 en la

provincia de Ontario, Canad�a, este artı́culo examina los efectos de eliminar la votaci�on en papel en

los electores con base en sus conocimientos inform�aticos. Demostramos que el acceso digital y los

conocimientos inform�aticos est�an fuertemente relacionados al m�etodo de votaci�on cuando la votaci�on

en papel es una opci�on. Cuando la votaci�on en papel no est�a disponible, sin embargo, la poblaci�on de

votantes est�a compuesta de un electorado con altos conocimientos tecnol�ogicos, aunque este efecto

est�e retrasado y no ocurra en la primera elecci�on sin votos en papel. Interpretamos este hallazgo

para indicar que la eliminaci�on de la votaci�on en papel aı́sla a los que est�an del lado equivocado de

la brecha digital.

PALABRAS CLAVES: Brecha digital, conocimientos tecnol�ogicos, comportamiento de votantes,

n�umero de votantes, votaci�on por Internet

Introduction

Internet voting is currently used in binding elections in 10 countries and is

being considered by many more. Commonly cited justifications for the implemen-

tation of Internet voting are to counter, or slow, voter turnout decline in advanced

democracies (for Internet voting countering turnout decline, see Solvak & Vassil,

2017; regarding general turnout decline, see Franklin, 1999; Gray & Caul, 2000)

and improve voter convenience and access (Goodman, Pammett, & DeBardeleben,

2010). Presumably, if electors have additional remote methods of voting available

to them that enhance their access to the ballot box, voter participation will

increase given that bad weather or being out of town should no longer be excuses

for abstention. Evidence that the implementation of Internet voting has an effect

upon voter participation is mixed, however, with some studies finding modest

impacts of less than three percentage points (Gerlach & Gasser, 2009; Trechsel &

Vassil, 2010; Vassil & Weber, 2011) and others finding larger increases (Solop,

2001; Spada, Mellon, Peixoto, & Sjoberg, 2016), or null or no effects (Bochsler,

2010; Germann & Serd€ult, 2017; Segaard, Baldersheim, & Saglie, 2013). In terms of

access, Internet voting has been shown to improve the equality of the franchise

for persons with disabilities and other groups such as voters overseas (Germann,

Conradin, Wellig, & Serd€ult, 2014; Goodman et al., 2010). Policymakers remain

optimistic about online voting as a tool to engage electors despite the fact that we

know little about who votes when electoral rules change.

In most jurisdictions where Internet voting is offered, it is introduced as a

complementary voting channel alongside traditional paper ballots. In Canada,

however, many municipalities have chosen a different route. In the provinces of

Ontario and Nova Scotia, where online voting is used in municipal elections, the

adoption of Internet, and sometimes telephone voting, has been accompanied by

the simultaneous elimination of paper voting. The province of Ontario has the

most cases of paper voting being phased out. To date, 98 Ontario municipalities

have introduced online voting, with 59 of these eliminating traditional paper
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ballots. These decisions are often based on budget limitations and the need to

cut costs (Goodman & Pyman, 2016).1 Though other countries have embraced

all-electronic voting at specific voting sites (Alvarez, Katz, & Pomares, 2011;

Dandoy, 2014; Vegas, 2012), Canada is the only place in the world where remote

Internet voting is offered in binding elections for all electors and traditional paper

ballots have been phased out. If one accepts the argument that the addition of

Internet voting could have positive consequences for voter participation, then it

stands to reason that the elimination of the paper voting option might have the

opposite effect.

Perhaps more worrisome than concerns about turnout is the possibility that

such institutional changes could alter the composition of the electorate. Ample

evidence exists to suggest that changes to electoral rules impact who participates

in elections, and how well groups are represented (Berinsky, 2005; Southwell &

Burchett, 2000; and others). To date, however, there has been no examination of

how the adoption of Internet voting and subsequent elimination of paper ballots

affects the composition of the voting population. Drawing on survey data of

approximately 12,000 voters from 28 municipalities in the 2014 Ontario municipal

elections, we examine whether the elimination of paper ballots excludes voters on

the basis of poor Internet access and low levels of digital literacy.

While many scholars have examined the effect of the implementation of

Internet voting on aggregate level turnout (e.g., Germann & Serd€ult, 2017;

Goodman & Stokes, 2017; and others), our goal here is different. Our objective is

to determine whether making changes to the ways in which electors can vote has

a differential effect upon the turnout rates of specific segments of the population.

More precisely, the purpose of this study is to determine if the elimination of

paper voting has the effect of decreasing turnout among electors with relatively

low levels of Internet access, use, and knowledge. Since increasing turnout is

often the putative reason for the implementation of online voting, it is important

to determine whether its introduction, when accompanied by the elimination of

paper ballots, disenfranchises segments of the population in a systematic manner.

The article proceeds in two stages. We begin by focusing on municipalities

where paper ballots have not been eliminated, to assess whether there is a

relationship between voting method and Internet access and literacy in the

Canadian municipal context (a setting where this relationship has not yet been

established). Second, we consider whether the abolition of paper voting decreases

the representativeness of the voter population on the basis of digital literacy by

disproportionately affecting those with lower reported access to, use, and

knowledge of, computers. We compare Internet voters in municipalities with

paper voting to those where it is not an option, and examine differences in digital

literacy profiles. We also compare Internet voters in municipalities that eliminated

paper ballots in 2014 to those where the voting method was phased out earlier.

We find evidence that, over time, the elimination of paper voting has affected the

composition of voting populations by favoring those with stronger digital literacy.

Our results have important policy implications for electoral inclusiveness and

election modernization.
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Turnout and Internet Voting

Not having found the “magic bullet” solution to improve turnout and the

representativeness of the voting public, many governments have turned to

technology. The Internet, in particular, is presented as a possible tool to counter

participatory declines (Delli Carpini, 2000; Mohen & Glidden, 2001; Norris, 2002).

Remote Internet voting is thought to be a promising potential solution to improve

turnout given that it does not require a trip to a polling station, making it more

convenient and accessible (Goodman et al., 2010). To date, remote Internet voting

has been deployed in approximately 20 jurisdictions around the world, and is

presently used in Armenia, Australia, Canada, Estonia, France, India, Mexico,

Panama, Switzerland, and the United States. In a majority of cases the foremost

rationales for adoption include improvements in turnout or enhancements to

accessibility and convenience in hopes of attracting and retaining voters (Pammett

& Goodman, 2013).

Given this promise, does the implementation of Internet voting increase voter

participation and what is its impact on specific groups? On the matter of turnout the

literature is mixed. American research suggests that Internet voting can address the

most commonly cited reasons for nonparticipation, including a lack of time or

inclement weather (Carter & B�elanger, 2012). Data from Estonia indicate that 11

percent of online voters report that they would probably or definitely not have voted

if e-voting was not an option (Alvarez, Hall, & Trechsel, 2009). Similar findings have

been observed in Canada and Switzerland (Goodman & Pyman, 2016). In Canada

specifically, Internet voting in municipal elections has been associated with a 3.5-

percentage point increase in voter turnout, but the effect is twice as large if voting by

mail was not already introduced (Goodman & Stokes, 2017).2

Regarding the benefits of Internet voting for specific groups of electors, the

literature is more muted. There is evidence that Internet voting may simply make

it easier for current voters to participate (Alvarez & Nagler, 2000; Goodman,

2014). A review of all studies examining the relationship between socio-

demographic variables and Internet voting shows that age is the strongest

predictor of online voting; the availability of an online option has the greatest

impact upon young electors (Serd€ult, Germann, Harris, Mendez, & Portenier,

2015a). Otherwise, those choosing to cast an online ballot fit the profile of a

habitual voter: educated, wealthier, and more likely to be male. Evidence is

mixed, therefore, on whether Internet voting affects participation positively, and

the types of electors that vote online.

Recent Estonian research on i-voting, emphasizes that those voting online are

more likely to be habitual voters, suggesting the voting method may do more to

counter declines than to bring new voters in (Solvak & Vassil, 2017). Specifically,

the authors find that Internet voters are likely to continue voting online at higher

rates than paper voters are to continue voting by paper, or even than nonvoters

are to extend their nonvoting behavior. By comparison, Swiss and Belgian

studies (Dandoy, 2014; Serd€ult, Germann, Mendez, Portenier, & Wellig, 2015b)

document a “novelty effect” that shows an increase in users in the first election or
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two to test the technology while it is new, before reverting back to conventional

voting methods. If the elimination of paper ballots were to have effects on

turnout, therefore, it is conceivable that these might not be immediate.

While there is still much to learn about the effects of Internet voting as a

complementary voting channel, we know very little about the effects of implement-

ing an all-electronic election. What are the effects of such a change upon turnout?

Perhaps more importantly, if turnout patterns change, do they change in such a

manner that advantage some groups while perhaps disenfranchising others?

Two conditions must be met for such an effect to occur. First, the composition

of the group that tends to vote online must differ from those that cast a paper

ballot. Second, the elimination of paper voting must lead to a decrease in voter

turnout among the group of electors who tend to vote by paper, relative to the

Internet voting group. For example, suppose that older voters are more likely to

vote in person, while younger electors tend to participate online. If all traditional

paper voters vote online at the same levels, the elimination of the paper voting

would have no effect upon the composition of the electorate. However, if some

traditional in-person/older electors abstain as a result of the elimination of the

paper option, this would result in a relative decrease in the participation, and

thus representation, of this group of electors. The voting population as a whole

would become younger, and such an effect could have implications for a range of

policy considerations if the policy preferences of this group were different. The

elimination of paper ballots may therefore fundamentally change the composition

of the voting population, but also the incentives faced by politicians.

In addition to the example of age, there are other worrying potential effects of

the elimination of paper ballots. Such a change may, for example, favor electors

with higher socioeconomic status who are likely to have superior access to, and

knowledge of, the Internet (Alvarez & Hall, 2004), or those electors that live in urban

areas where connectivity infrastructure is typically more developed (Hall, 2015). In

short, eliminating the option to vote in person may discourage some electors who

have less access to the Internet, or weaker computer skills, from voting.

It is common to refer to differences in technological connectivity and

knowledge as the “digital divide,” and there is cause to be concerned that the

elimination of in-person paper voting may disenfranchise some electors on

the basis of this divide. If those groups who are better connected and who have

relatively high levels of computer literacy continue to vote after paper ballots

are eliminated, while those on the other side of the divide vote at lower levels,

the former group may become more influential. Conversely, those individuals

who are on the “wrong” side of the digital divide—those who are less connected

and knowledgeable—would become digitally disenfranchised as they become

thus less important to politicians, both during and after an election campaign.

The Digital Divide and Internet Voting

Since Internet voting was first trialed (Solop, 2001), its adoption has been

accompanied by discussions about whether it might favor certain electors. In their
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2004 book, Alvarez and Hall identified two components of the digital divide, and

consider how this concept relates to voting online. The first component refers to

whether individuals have access to the Internet or not, while the second refers to

the speed of Internet access. Research suggests that those electors who are likely

to have home Internet access are those who are already likely to vote (white

collar, more educated, better income, nonforeign born), a pattern that suggests

the divide might have minimal effects on turnout patterns (Alvarez & Hall, 2004;

B�elanger & Carter, 2010). These patterns suggest that the digital divide may serve

to reinforce existing differences in participation patterns.

Over time, the concept of the digital divide has been expanded to include

skills related to, and knowledge of, online technologies (Van Deursen & Van Dijk,

2011). B�elanger and Carter (2010, p. 204), for example, define the digital divide as

the “distinction between the information haves and have-nots; the gap between

the computer literate and the computer illiterate.” They posit that access to, and

comfort with, the technology are both significant barriers to Internet voting use.

More broadly, the term “digital literacy” refers to skills and abilities related to

technology, such as computers and the Internet, as well as knowledge about

norms and how to appropriately use these technologies (Meyers, Erickson, &

Small, 2013).

Evidence from other contexts suggests there is a strong relationship between

digital literacy and Internet voting. Research from Estonia, for example, finds that

the most important reasons given for not voting online included not having

Internet access and insufficient computer knowledge (Breuer & Trechsel, 2006;

Madise & Martens, 2006). In the United States, B�elanger and Carter (2010) find

that Internet use, age, and income significantly affect respondent intentions to

vote online. A 2014 Norwegian study (Segaard et al., 2013) reveals that online

voters have a higher level of digital literacy than paper voters or nonvoters,

but observe that digital literacy is high throughout the population. Sciarini,

Cappelletti, Goldberg, Nai, and Tawfik’s (2013) examination of voters in Geneva,

Switzerland finds that computer skills and age are positively correlated with

Internet voting use. Finally, an examination of Swiss expatriates similarly finds

that Internet voters are “statistically significantly more tech-savvy,” male,

married, and younger (Germann et al., 2014, p. 136).

The key factor differentiating the above settings from those being considered

presently, is that, in many of the elections we consider, paper voting is not an

option. The digital divide cannot serve to disenfranchise electors if they have the

option to vote using a traditional paper ballot. If the option to vote via paper is

removed, however, and the digital divide has the effect of decreasing voting

rates among those electors on the “wrong” side of the digital divide, then there is

reason to be concerned. The exclusion of such as a nonrandom segment of the

electorate from the voting population has implications for policy and representa-

tion. If such a pattern exists, policymakers should be aware of the implications of

any decision that might eliminate in-person voting.

These elements invite us to consider whether, in the specific case of municipal

elections in Ontario, the digital divide is related to voting method, and whether
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electors that vote online have better access to the Internet, and higher computer

literacy skills. On this matter we suspect our findings will confirm those in other

settings that show digital access and knowledge are positively associated with

Internet voting. Formally then, our first hypothesis is as follows:

H1: In those cities where Internet and paper ballots are an option, Internet voters will

tend to have greater access to, and knowledge of, the Internet than will paper voters.

Second, we look at whether the elimination of paper voting has excluded

electors with weaker digital literacy skills or access. In those municipalities where

in person voting is not available, are voters better connected and more

technologically knowledgeable? Though our expectations are weaker in this

regard, there is reason to expect that the absence of paper voting will negatively

effect the participation of electors with lower digital literacy. Our second

hypothesis is thus:

H2: In cities where paper ballots have been eliminated, Internet voters will have levels

of access and knowledge comparable to Internet voters in municipalities where paper

ballots remain an option.

Finally, we test whether the elimination of paper ballots has a lagged effect.

Is the elimination of paper ballots associated with some sort of “novelty effect”

like observed in other settings with respect to turnout (Serd€ult et al., 2015b)? That

is, are the effects of eliminating paper ballots the same over time or is there a

difference between the immediate effect and the digital literacy profiles of voters

after multiple elections? On the other hand, if voting is a habit that is associated

with the idea of repetition and a stable context (Aldrich, Montgomery, & Wood,

2011) could we expect that a change in the traditional voting mode may change

this habit (Solvak & Vassil, 2017)? Do electors with lower levels of digital literacy

fall out of the voting pool immediately, do they vote online for a single election,

later falling out, or do they abstain for the first election after paper ballots are

eliminated only to vote in the subsequent election? We consider these possibilities

by comparing voters in those municipalities that recently eliminated paper voting

to those which made the change for two elections or more and present the

following hypothesis for testing:

H3: In cities where paper ballots are unavailable, the average level of Internet access

and literacy among voters will depend upon the length of time it since paper ballots

were eliminated.

The Canadian Municipal Context

Internet voting has been used in Canada for binding municipal elections

since 2003 and is now a popular voting method in select municipalities in the

provinces of Ontario and Nova Scotia. To date it has been used in more than
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215 municipal elections and offered to millions of electors. In Ontario, provincial

legislation (The Municipal Elections Act) governs the rules under which municipal

elections must be held. The Act allows for the deployment of alternative voting

methods, and within this municipalities have autonomy to determine their electoral

rules, based on their unique needs and context. Decisions to adopt online voting

are made by local councils, comprising a mayor and councilors. Although there are

no local level political parties in Ontario, and therefore partisan concerns are not

directly an issue, ideological concerns can be. In some places, councilors have

rejected the option of introducing online voting based on concerns about the voting

method attracting younger, more left-leaning supporters (Pammett & Goodman,

2013).3

Many larger municipalities (with electorates greater than 100,000) have

chosen to implement online voting as a complementary method of voting

alongside paper ballots. Faced with tighter budgets, fewer resources, and limited

capacity, however, many smaller communities have made the decision to

eliminate paper voting altogether (Goodman & Pyman, 2016). Rural communities

with large groups of seasonal residents also seem to be drawn to adopting online

voting to improve voter access and convenience. The majority of communities

that eliminate paper ballots in favor of Internet voting thus have small

populations and are relatively rural, although with every election cycle larger and

more urban places have begun to follow suit.4

Data and Research Design

Data

This study uses data collected as part of the Internet Voting Project (IVP),

which examined Internet voting use during the 2014 local elections in Ontario.

Surveys of voters (Internet and paper) were carried out during and after the

municipal elections in cities across the province. We draw here upon survey data

from 28 municipalities where Internet voting was employed. Internet voters were

surveyed in all 28 cities, while paper voters were surveyed in only a few

municipalities.5 We draw upon data from paper voters in three municipalities:

Guelph, Markham, and Sudbury. IVP questionnaires probed voter attitudes

toward voting and politics, satisfaction with online voting, likelihood of future

use, attitudes and opinions toward voting online, and knowledge of, and

experience with, computers and the Internet. Information on a series of socio-

demographic variables was also collected (see Appendix I for survey questions

used here).

Both Internet and paper voters completed surveys online once they had

successfully cast their ballot.6 Internet voters were prompted with the option to

take part in a survey about their voting experience once they had completed the

voting process. Paper voters, by comparison, completed surveys on tablets in

person at polling locations on Election Day. Survey recruiters were stationed

outside of the voting area and approached voters once they had cast a ballot.
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Over 11,000 surveys were completed by Internet voters in the municipalities

examined here and about 900 paper voters.

Both online and paper respondents were self-selected; both types of voters

were presented with the option to complete the IVP survey after casting their

ballots. We recognize that such an approach might potentially bias our estimated

values of digital literacy. It is conceivable, for instance, that Internet voters with

the highest levels of digital literacy may be the most likely to complete an online

survey, thus leading us to overestimate literacy values for the online group as a

whole. We are confident, however, that such bias (if it exists) will not lead us to

overestimate differences in the digital literacy of online and paper voters. For their

part, paper voters completed the IVP questionnaire on tablets—a method far

more technologically advanced than the paper ballots they had just cast. If self-

selection on the basis of technophobia exists, we might therefore expect it to be

greatest among paper voters. We thus suggest that, if we do find that online

voters have higher digital literacy values, it is not an artifact of self-selection. As a

precaution, however, we do not discuss the estimated magnitude of effects in our

analysis below, instead only identifying statistically significant differences, when

they exist.

Research Design

To address our research questions we group cities into several categories. The

first group (A) is composed of the three cities where data were collected from

both paper and Internet voters.7 The second group (B) comprises eight cities

where both Internet and paper voting were available, but for which the IVP

has data on Internet voters only. The third group (C) is made up of 17

municipalities where paper ballots were not an option. To determine whether the

elimination of paper voting has effects that endure over time, or take some time

to have an effect, we further subdivide Group C municipalities on the basis of

whether paper voting was eliminated for the first time in 2014 (Group C1, 12

cities) or whether paper voting had been removed in the previous election, in

2010 (Group C2, five cities).

Group A municipalities are significantly larger than those in the other groups,

and have an average population of nearly 200,000. In contrast, cities in Groups B

and C have populations between 5,000 and 50,000, and the mean population for

these groups ranges from roughly 15,000 to 17,000. To account for the possibility

that population differences (including associated factors such as density, and

possible differences in the quality of Internet connectivity) may conceivably affect

the strength of the relationship between Internet voting and digital literacy, we

are hesitant to compare results from Group A with those of the other groups. As

such, the second part of our analysis excludes Group A cities, and is based upon

the important assumption that, on the whole, the populations of Groups B, C1,

and C2 have comparable levels of access and usage.8

We combine data from Internet voters in these groups of municipalities to

determine if, and the extent to which, the elimination of traditional paper voting
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is related to reported digital access and literacy. Our three measures of digital

access and literacy are informed by the literature on the digital divide.9 We begin

with a measure of Internet “access” (Alvarez & Hall, 2004) that provides an

indication of whether or not survey respondents had access to high-speed Internet

at home. A small share of our respondents (less than 1 percent) did not have any

home Internet access, and we group such respondents with those with dial-up

access. The other category of this dummy variable includes respondents with

home access to high-speed Internet connections.10 Our other two outcome

variables stem from B�elanger and Carter’s (2010) conceptualization of the digital

divide as the distinction between informational “haves and have nots.” The first

is a subjective measure of computer literacy, as measured by responses to the

following agree/disagree question: “I feel I have a pretty good knowledge of

computers and the Internet” (respondents are categorized as either high or low

knowledge). This variable provides a subjective interpretation of computer and

Internet literacy. Second, we include a measure of the frequency of Internet use.

Assuming that respondents answer this question honestly, it provides a more

objective measure than the knowledge variable.11 Both of these variables are also

used in other country studies of online voting (e.g., Trechsel & Vassil, 2010). We

also created a “digital divide” index based upon the three aforementioned

variables. These factors are correlated with one another, though quite imperfectly

(Cronbach’s alpha is a mere 0.17). We run both sets of analysis for the individual

variables, as well as the index as an additional test of our hypotheses.

Our analysis proceeds in two stages. First, we seek to replicate findings from

other settings regarding the relationship between digital literacy and Internet

voting. Using data from Group A (cities from which we have data from both

Internet and paper voters) in a series of regression models, we compare Internet

and paper voters based on their digital profiles. In this analysis, choice of voting

mode (paper or Internet) serves as the dependent variable. We include models

with and without sociodemographic controls, to account for the possibility that

compositional differences may influence the observed relationship between voting

method and digital competency. If H1 is correct, then data should suggest that

Internet voters in Group A cities should have higher levels of access and

knowledge than do paper voters.

Second, we compare Internet voters from Groups B, C1, and C2, to determine

whether the elimination of paper voting has an impact on the types of electors

drawn to vote online. We compare the digital profiles of Internet voters across

these groups using a series of regression models, where group serves as the

independent variable, and the dependent variables are our measures of access,

knowledge, and usage, as well as the digital divide index. By assessing the

correlates of these indicators of the “digital divide,” we can determine whether

Internet voters in the three types of cities differ from one another in any of these

respects.

Comparison of all three groups is important. Recall that we expect the first

part of our analysis to reveal that Internet voters in municipalities where paper

voting is an option will have superior Internet access and digital literacy. If
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Internet voters in Group B have the same rates of Internet access and digital

literacy as Groups C1 and C2, it would suggest that the elimination of paper

voting has excluded those electors with less access or weaker literacy, thus

supporting H2. Such a finding would imply that this change in voting rules is

disenfranchising a nonrandom segment of the electorate.12

However, if access and literacy levels are lower in Groups C1 and C2 than in

Group B, it would suggest that at least some electors with low levels of access

and literacy, who might vote via paper ballot if given the chance, are converting

to online voting. Such a finding would be incompatible with H2, but would be

encouraging, as it suggests that removing the option to vote by paper at the polls

means that many of the less technologically savvy and connected voters are still

voting.

Finally, the comparison of Groups C1 and C2 allows us to consider whether

the digital profile of online voters depends upon whether paper voting has been

eliminated recently. Such a comparison enables us to determine whether

respondents with lower levels of access and literacy either “drop out” or join the

voting pool as time progresses. Are the effects of the elimination of paper ballots

somehow “delayed”? If groups C1 and C2 are different with respect to any of the

indicators of the digital divide, it would suggest that the effect of the elimination

of paper ballots has a temporal dimension, thus confirming H3.13

Results

Internet Versus Paper Voting

We begin by comparing Internet and paper voters from municipalities where

both methods were options (Group A). Table 1 presents the results of four logistic

regression models where the outcome variable is voting method (paper¼
0/Internet¼ 1). Our key explanatory factors are the digital access/literacy

variables: access, knowledge, and usage (as a point of reference, note that

97.9 percent of respondents had high quality Internet access, 92.9 percent had a

high level of Internet usage, and 29.7 percent self-reported as highly knowledge-

able). We also include models where these factors are combined into an additive

digital divide index, ranging from 0 to 1 (this variable has a mean value of 0.73).

In order to rule out the possibility that compositional differences may affect

our estimates, we include a model with controls for a series of sociodemographic

characteristics, including city.14 This analysis includes information on 900 paper

voters and 3,861 Internet voters. We weight results in Table 1 according to the

number of actual voters in each city, as well as actual shares of voters who cast

ballots by each mode.15 Table 1 reports marginal effects for each model

(calculated using postestimation and leaving other variables unchanged). All

variables are coded to range from 0 to 1, so marginal effects can be interpreted as

the effect of a “full dose” of each explanatory variable.

The results in Table 1 provide strong support that digital access and literacy

are positively correlated with online voting use. In both the controlled and
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uncontrolled models we see positive and significant results in the expected

(positive) direction. The digital divide index has a highly significant and positive

relationship with the likelihood of voting online, as opposed to by paper

(Models 1A and 1C). The same can be said of the individual digital variables;

having high-speed Internet at home, being knowledgeable about computers, and

using the Internet frequently are all associated with online voting (Models 1B and

1D).16 The knowledge of computers variable, in particular, has a significant

impact upon the likelihood of voting online. The effect of this factor is larger than

any of the individual digital variables, as well as all of the controls. In short, the

results in Table 1 suggest that when electors are given the choice to vote in

person by paper or online, there is a clear digital divide between Internet and

paper voters. H1 thus finds strong support from IVP data.

The Effects of Eliminating Paper Ballots

Our analysis of Group A municipalities reveals that, among voters that have

the option to vote in person or online, digital access and literacy had a strong

influence on the choice of voting method. Next, we evaluate whether the

elimination of paper voting drives electors on the “wrong” side of the digital

divide away from voting altogether. To this end, we include the results of several

regression models in Table 2. The dependent variables in the table are those

which were used as explanatory factors in Table 1. We thus include models for

the digital divide index, as well as individually for access, knowledge, and

Internet use. Note that two modeling approaches are used due to the different

natures of the outcome variables: ordinary least squares (OLS) is used for the

digital divide index, while logistic regression is employed for the component

Table 1. Voting Method and the Digital Divide

Model 1A Model 1B Model 1C Mode 1D

Digital divide (Index) 1.23 (0.04)��� 1.18 (0.04)���

High quality Internet access 0.32 (0.05)��� 0.26 (0.05)���

Knowledge of computers 0.46 (0.02)��� 0.45 (0.02)���

Internet use (every day) 0.27 (0.04)��� 0.25 (0.03)���

Female 0.04 (0.02)�� 0.05 (0.02)��

Aged 31–59 0.17 (0.02)��� 0.17 (0.02)���

Over 60 0.20 (0.03)��� 0.19 (0.03)���

University education �0.01 (0.02) 0.00 (0.02)
Middle income 0.07 (0.02)��� 0.08 (0.02)���

High income 0.09 (0.02)��� 0.09 (0.02)���

Rural 0.28 (0.04)��� 0.27 (0.03)���

Suburban 0.15 (0.02)��� 0.15 (0.02)���

Disabled 0.03 (0.03) 0.01 (0.03)
Guelph �0.05 (0.02)� �0.05 (0.02)�

Markham 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)
Observations 4,761
Pseudo-R2 0.1637 0.1712 0.2274 0.237

�p< 0.05, ��p< 0.01, ���p< 0.001.
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variables. The results for the index (coded from 0 to 1) report standard OLS

coefficients while the logistic regression models report marginal effects (thus

entries can be interpreted in the same manner in each model—as the effect of

a “full dose” of each explanatory variable upon the respective outcome

variables).

The three city group variables are included as independent variables in the

models in Table 2. Group B cities (where paper voting was an option) serve as

the reference category, so we include dummies for Groups C1 and C2. Results for

the city variables are to be interpreted as the difference between groups with

respect to the digital literacy variables (which range from 0 to 1). We employ

random effects models, grouping results by municipality, to account for the

unique nature of each city in our groups.

This portion of our analysis includes Internet voters only. Based upon the

results of Table 1, we make the assumption that the least connected and

technologically savvy members of the electorate in Group B cities are excluded

from our sample (since they tend to vote on paper). If voters in Groups C1 and

C2 do not differ significantly from Group B voters (whom we know to have

relatively high levels of digital literacy), it would thus suggest that the elimination

of paper ballots has led some technologically unsophisticated electors to abstain

from voting in these cities, indicating that the elimination of paper ballots is

disenfranchising the least technologically sophisticated members of the electorate.

However, if voters in Groups C1 and C2 have significantly lower values for the

digital variables, it would indicate that, on the whole, voters in Groups C1 and

C2 have lower levels of access, knowledge, and usage than Group B voters. Such a

Table 2. The Elimination of Paper Ballots and the Digital Divide

Digital Index Access Knowledge Internet Use

Model 2A b

(s.e)
Model 2B

Dy/Dx (s.e.)
Model 2C

Dy/Dx (s.e.)
Model 2D

Dy/Dx (s.e.)

Group C1 (paper eliminated in 2014) �0.02 (0.01)� �0.34 (0.30) �0.15 (0.07)� �0.30 (0.15)�

Group C2 (paper eliminated prior to
2014)

�0.01 (0.01) �0.32 (0.35) �0.07 (0.08) 0.04 (0.18)

Female �0.02 (0.00)��� �0.22 (0.17) �0.30 (0.06)��� 0.08 (0.10)
Aged 31–59 �0.13 (0.01)��� �0.27 (0.38) �1.41 (0.12)��� �1.08 (0.33)���

Over 60 �0.19 (0.01)��� �0.34 (0.38) �2.31 (0.12)��� �1.47 (0.33)���

University education 0.03 (0.01)��� 0.13 (0.18) 0.34 (0.06)��� 0.52 (0.11)���

Middle income 0.03 (0.01)��� 0.69 (0.19)��� 0.22 (0.07)�� 0.35 (0.11)���

High income 0.05 (0.01)��� 1.48 (0.25)��� 0.35 (0.07)��� 0.95 (0.13)���

Rural �0.01 (0.01) �0.32 (0.21) 0.01 (0.07) �0.10 (0.12)
Suburban 0.01 (0.01) �0.15 (0.24) 0.06 (0.07) 0.06 (0.13)
Disabled �0.01 (0.01) �0.65 (0.24)�� 0.13 (0.11) �0.25 (0.16)
Constant 0.86 (0.01)���

Sigma u 0.013 0.389 0.002 0.169
Rho 0.005 0.044 0.001 0.010
Observations 7,070
Number of groups 25

�p< 0.05, ��p< 0.01, ���p< 0.001.
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finding would suggest that at least some of those voters on the wrong side of the

“digital divide” are adapting to the elimination of paper ballots and voting

online.17 Table 2 allows for a comparison of voters in Groups C1 and C2.

Differences between these groups would indicate that the elimination of paper

ballots has a delayed effect upon the relationship between turnout and the digital

divide.

Table 2 reveals two noteworthy patterns. First, on three of the four measures,

Internet voters in cities where paper voting was recently eliminated differ from

Internet voters in cities where paper voting is available. Internet voters in Group

C1 cities have lower levels of knowledge and usage than do Internet voters in

Group B cities, and Group B voters also have higher values for the digital divide

index. This is a strong indication that at least some Group C1 electors with low

knowledge and usage are making the transition to Internet voting (though there

is no observable difference here on the basis of Internet access, which is perhaps

not surprising given how little variation there is on this variable). Our results

thus reveal that, in those cities where paper ballots were recently eliminated,

online voters have lower levels of literacy than do their counterparts who are

voting via the Internet when paper voting is still available. Though IVP data do

not allow us to make precise estimates of the share of the population that is

adjusting to Internet voting, our results imply that a statistically significant

proportion of the population is doing so. Such a finding may serve as at least

modest encouragement to proponents of paperless elections, and is incompatible

with H2 (the expectation that voters in paperless municipalities will have lower

levels of access and knowledge comparable to Internet voters in cities where

paper remains an option).

Second, and much less encouraging, is the finding that there is no statistically

significant difference between Groups C2 and B. That is to say that Internet voters

in cities where paper voting has been eliminated for more than one election do not

differ from Internet voters in cities where paper voting remains an option. Put

another way, the portion of the electorate that votes online in cities where paper

ballots are an option is statistically indistinguishable from the Internet electorate

in cities where paper ballots are unavailable. Such a finding is compatible with

H2, but also H3, which predicted that the elimination of paper ballots would

have delayed effects. We interpret this finding to suggest that, in municipalities

where paper ballots have been eliminated for more than one election, a significant

number of electors on the low end of the digital divide are indeed “dropping”

out of the voting population.18 While a novelty effect (whereby electors are

attracted to the voting method because it is exciting and new) might be enough to

attract less knowledgeable voters the first time an election is paperless (Group

C1) it appears to wear off in as little as a single election, as Internet voters in

Group C2 resemble the relatively connected and digitally literate Internet voters

in Group B.19

Our data therefore suggest that digital disenfranchisement is taking place, but

that this effect is delayed. It may be the case that less connected and

knowledgeable electors take part the first time an election is held online, but
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become frustrated and abstain thereafter. Another explanation for this finding

may be that online voting attracts voters with less committed voting records

when it is new, but that these electors later drop off. Panel data are required to

adjudicate between these two possible explanations. Whatever the cause of this

pattern, IVP data suggest strongly that, given time, the elimination of in-person

voting is having the effect of keeping electors away from the ballot box (digital or

otherwise) on the basis of the digital divide.

Discussion and Conclusion

The digital divide is real, measurable, and has clear effects upon electors. The

purpose of this study has been to determine if the elimination of paper voting

excludes electors with low levels of digital access and literacy. We find that doing

away with paper voting has led to the abstention of some electors with low

digital access and skills. IVP data show that, when voting in person by paper or

voting online are available, voters that identify as having high levels of access,

knowledge, and usage are drawn strongly to online voting. Absent a paper

option, there is evidence that some electors with poor access and digital literacy

might be less likely to vote, though this effect is delayed until after the first

election after paper is eliminated. After the “newness” of Internet voting

dissipates, the segment of the population that would normally be drawn to paper

voting, on the basis of digital access and literacy, forms a smaller portion of the

voting population. Our results thus suggest that the elimination of paper ballots

may indeed be disenfranchising some electors on the basis of the digital divide.

Regardless of the effects of the elimination of paper ballots upon overall turnout,

such a change to electoral rules has the effect of altering the composition of the

electorate in a nonrandom manner.

It is important to rule out an important possible alternative explanation for

our suggestion that the elimination of paper ballots has disenfranchised electors

with low levels of digital literacy. The most compelling alternative is that cities

that adopted Internet voting early did so because their populations were

relatively connected and digitally knowledgeable. However, our understanding of

these communities and previous research does not support this conclusion.

Generally, larger municipalities are more developed and have better infrastruc-

ture, including connectivity, but we limit the second portion of our analysis to

smaller municipalities of a comparable size. Additionally, rationales for adopting

online voting typically have not included digital literacy or the connectivity

level of the community. Studies based upon interviews with administrators in

Ontario suggest that improving access and turnout are the primary rationales

for adopting Internet voting (Goodman & Pyman, 2016). Research on early

adopter municipalities finds that turnout, leadership in e-government, access,

convenience, greater youth involvement, and promotion of citizen-centered

service were primary goals (Pammett & Goodman, 2013). Internet connectivity

and digital literacy of the community are thus not cited to support the change

in voting rules.
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Nevertheless, we draw our conclusions here with some degree of modesty.

The current study conducts a between, rather than within, case analysis. We lack

the longitudinal data required for the latter type of study, but a future individual-

level analysis of voters in the same municipality under different electoral rules

could provide additional insight into this matter. IVP data are also limited to

voters only, and thus we are unable to comment on nonvoters. With additional

data future studies could expand on this research by comparing nonvoters and

assessing whether this group is characterized by poorer digital literacy. Hypothe-

ses relating to voters dropping out on the basis of socioeconomic or attitudinal

characteristics could be explored, notably since many of the groups who are

already among the least likely to vote have low levels of Internet access and

digital literacy.

Finally, our study points to the importance of future research on the effects of

the elimination of paper ballots. First and foremost, if maximizing turnout is

desirable, then a fuller understanding of the elimination of paper ballots upon

voter participation must be developed. Besides those individuals with low levels

of computer access and knowledge, what types of electors are being “dropped”

from the voting pool? A cursory analysis of the relationship between our digital

literacy variables and a series of sociodemographic characteristics reveals that

many of the groups who are already among the least likely to vote have low

levels of Internet access and digital literacy. IVP data suggest that voters who are

university educated, as well as those who have a high income or are able-bodied

have greater access to high-speed Internet, are more knowledgeable about

computers and are more likely to use the Internet every day. The elimination of

paper ballots may therefore serve to reinforce the political advantages of groups

who already have high levels of turnout. Relatedly, the elimination of paper

ballots may have implications for the ideology of the electorate (at the

aggregate level). If those being dropped from the voting pool are poorer and

less educated, and municipal policy preferences change to reflect these shifting

characteristics, the elimination of paper ballots may provide a systematic,

institutional advantage to politicians of a certain ideology. Such disenfranchise-

ment is difficult to defend.

By 2018, more than 200 Ontario municipalities either plan to, or are

considering employing online voting, with many contemplating the simultaneous

elimination of paper ballots. Given that there has been no scholarly attention paid

to studying the effects of the elimination of paper voting, our study presents

important information for policymakers. In particular, decision makers should be

aware of the risks that paper voting elimination poses for the participation of less

technologically advanced electors. While future research is needed to elaborate on

our findings, our results suggest that policymakers should be extremely hesitant

to eliminate paper ballots. It is ironic that changes to voting rules in the name of

improved voter accessibility may be having the opposite effect. Much of election

modernization is carried out to enhance voter equality—a key principle of

elections. To promote universality policymakers need to consider the access,

knowledge, and skills of all electors to ensure that socioeconomic divisions
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among the voter population are not further exacerbated by the policy change.

After all, it is those who vote that determine who governs.
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1. Six (of 14) municipalities in the province of Nova Scotia eliminated paper ballots in their 2012
municipal elections, and 5 (of 23) did so in the October 2016 elections. No data are available from
voters in that province, however, so our focus is on Ontario.

2. Though other country research has found effects that are smaller, larger, or null, the Canadian
data is ideal to examine this problem given that it includes a baseline year before online voting
was adopted, was used in the full election for some cases, and since the adoption of online voting
is not done on top of other convenience voting methods (e.g., voting by mail, like in Switzerland).

3. In the case of Ontario, young people vote less online than their older counterparts (Goodman &
Pyman, 2016). Regarding the policy preferences of online and offline voters in Brazil, recent
research by Mellon, Peixoto, and Sjoberg (2017) suggests that the policy preferences of these
groups are indistinguishable.

4. The largest municipality to run an all-electronic election was the Town of Ajax in 2014 with an
electorate of 75,000 and a population of 119,000 persons.

5. The IVP did not collect data from municipalities in which Internet voting was not an option.
6. There was some variation in the Internet voting period. In some communities the survey was

available for a period of five days, whereas in others it was live for about three weeks.
7. See Appendix II for a list of the cities in each group, voting options, and number of respondents.
8. We infer this based on 2012 statistics on Internet access and usage at the Census Metropolitan

Area in Ontario from Statistics Canada. See data tables 358–0152 for Internet use and 358–0171 for
access at http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/.

9. All three theoretical variables are coded as dummies.
10. These include DSL/Cable, fiber-optic, wireless, or mobile Internet connections.
11. Conceivably, this measure is also subject to endogeneity concerns, as those individuals who have

voted online may feel a heighted sense of confidence as a result. While we are skeptical that such
effects exist, we nevertheless feel it important to mention this possibility. Additionally, the related
measure of Internet usage rates does not suffer from this same concern.

12. Again we note the potential that self-selection among survey respondents may bias our estimates
of differences between groups. It is conceivable that self-selection may have different effects upon
estimated digital divide values among Internet voters in cities where paper ballots are and are not
an option. If such an effect exists, we anticipate that it would be stronger when paper voting is
unavailable; if voters in such cities who have relatively low levels of digital literacy do vote online,
we expect that they would be less likely to complete an optional Internet survey than will voters
who chose to vote online, rather than in person. If such an effect exists, it would lead us to
overestimate the digital literacy of Groups C1 and C2 Internet voters, relative to Internet voters in
Group B. Thus if data reveal that Group B voters have relatively high values for the digital divide
variables, we can be particularly confident that such a difference holds within the Internet voting
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population more generally. Given the potential for such bias, we do not discuss the estimated
magnitude of effects below, only that statistically significant differences exist.

13. It should be noted that, in all groups of cities, other methods of voting were available. Group B
electors could vote by paper, but those in Group C had the option to vote by telephone. However,
The IVP did not collect data from telephone voters. On average, the rates of Internet voting
use were 53.2 percent, 78.3 percent, and 80.5 percent in Groups B, C1, and C2, respectively. The
absence of information on telephone voters complicates our comparison, but we suggest that
the comparison remains valid. If the Group C voters in our sample represent a larger share of the
overall voting populations than those in Group B do, finding no difference between these groups
would be troubling. It would suggest that roughly 80 percent of the voting population in Groups
C1 and C2 would have the same level of digital access and skill as a much smaller share of the
voting population, in cities where Internet voters had particularly high levels of access and digital
literacy. Additionally, we can think of no compelling theoretical reason why telephone voters
would have a different digital profile than paper voters. As such, while our focus is upon Internet
voters only, we are confident that if we do find differences between Groups B, C1, and C2, the
patterns observed are indicative of the voting population as a whole.

14. All controls are coded as dummies for ease of interpretation. Age, income, and rurality are coded
as categorical variables, while gender, education, and (dis)ability are binary. The “rural” variable
is based upon responses to a question that asked respondents to describe their place of residence
(rural vs. urban/suburban) (see Appendix I). Sudbury is the reference category for city.

15. A total of 38,933 votes were cast in Guelph, 32.8 percent of which were online. 15.2 percent of the
72,620 ballots cast in Markham were online, as were 45.0 percent of the 59,686 votes in Sudbury.

16. Several of the sociodemographic variables are also associated with voting online. Women, older,
wealthier, and rural and suburban voters were relatively likely to vote online. These significant
results point further to the importance of studying the effect of the removal of paper voting upon
factors other than digital literacy.

17. A third possibility is that the voters in Groups C1 and C2 have higher levels of access, usage, and
knowledge than do those in Group B. We can think of no theoretical reason to expect this to be the
case, and find this possibility highly unlikely.

18. As noted above, residents in Group C1 and C2 cities have the option to vote via phone, but the
share of the population that does so is almost exactly the same in both groups (roughly 20 percent).
We reject the possibility, therefore, that phone voting accounts for the differences between these
groups.

19. We also find evidence that Internet voters in the three groups of cities have different levels of
satisfaction with the Internet voting process. The IVP includes a question that asks about how
satisfied respondents are with their online experience, and we recoded this variable to range from
0 (not at all satisfied) to 1 (very satisfied). The average values for this measure are 0.95 for Group
B, 0.90 for Group C1, and 0.94 for Group C2 (Group C1 differs from the other two groups at
p< 0.001). Such a finding fits well with the results in Table 2 and makes sense if one assumes that
some voters in Group C1 (who are newly forced to vote online, as opposed to by paper) would be
relatively unsatisfied. This dissatisfaction is also strongly correlated with the digital divide
variables, and the fact that voters in Groups B and C2 are no different from one another is
compatible with the contention that, after one election, a significant number of voters on the
“wrong” side of the digital divide drop out of the voting pool.
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Appendix I. Survey Questions

Access

What type of Internet connection do you have at home? (Dial-up, DSL/Cable,

Fiber-optic/Optical cable, Wireless, Mobile Internet (e.g., 3G, the rocket), Do not

know, I do not have Internet access at home).

Usage

How often do you access the Internet? (Several times a day, Every day,

Several times a week, About once a week, Several times a month, About once a

month, None/never).

Knowledge

I feel I have a pretty good knowledge of computers and the Internet.

(Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree).

Satisfaction With Online Voting

How satisfied are you with the online voting process? (not satisfied at all, not

very satisfied, fairly satisfied, very satisfied).
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Demographics

What is your age? (30 and below, 31–59, 60 and above), What is your gender?

(Male/female), What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

(University/less than university), In which of the following classifications does

your total household income fall (before taxes)? (Options coded into three

quantiles), Would you say that you live in an area that is? (Urban, Suburban,

Rural), Do you consider yourself a person with a disability? (Yes/No).

Appendix II. Details of City Groups

Group A Group B Group C1 Group C2

Voting options Paper and
Internet
options

Paper and Internet
options

Internet only Paper
ballots eliminated in
2014

Internet only
Paper ballots
eliminated
prior to 2014

Available data Paper and
Internet
voters

Internet voters Internet voters Internet voters

Number
of
respondents

4,761 1,627 3,496 1,947

Cities Guelph,
Sudbury,
Markham

Grimsby, Laurentian
Valley, Minden Hills,
Port Hope, Quinte
West, South Stormont,
Springwater, West
Elgin

Central Huron, Huron
East, Kenora,
Kingsville,
Leamington,
Middlesex Centre,
North Glengarry,
Southwest Middlesex,
Strathroy-Caradoc,
Tecumseh, Wasaga
Beach, West Perth

Brockville,
Cobourg, North
Stormont,
South
Frontenac,
South
Glengarry
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